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ODH: Oxygen Deficiency Hazard
Gases such as argon or nitrogen displace oxygen in the air we 

breath, potentially creating life threatening situations by lowering 
the oxygen concentration.

Cryogens used in TPC's:
Liquid Nitrogen
Liquid Argon



A lot of Cryogens in a Small Place

MicroBooNE Enclosure Air Volume:
8ft above ground floor: 49000 ft^3

MicroBooNE Liquid Argon: ~38000 gallons 
If warmed up that becomes 4.2 X 10^6 ft^3 argon gas









Commercial Oxygen Monitors

�SIL 2 (reliability rating)
�Includes relays
�Self diagnostics
�Local display
�Remote readout



LAPD ODH Similar to MicroBooNE but there are differences



MicroBooNE Enclosure Smaller

�- Release of all liquid argon in filters and piping 
not a big issue with LAPD

�- Do the same thing with MicroBooNE and the 
oxygen concentration at the ground floor is 
~13%.

�- Its much worse in the pit



LAPD Max Vessel Pressure 3 psig

�MicroBooNE: 30 psig max cryostat pressure

�For the same failure, the MicroBooNE argon 
release rates are much bigger.

�MicroBooNE ODH fan is less effective for the 
same failure



FESHM 5064

�The chapter requires the probability of a fatality 
due to ODH be calculated.  All events that can 
cause a reduction in the oxygen concentration 
must be considered.



Example of Industry Failure Data

- Sometimes different interpretations of data

�- For example, how big is a rupture?

- uB used 3” sch 10 pipe cross section, if D>2”



Example of Interpretation Issue

�- We have Industry data for flange failures
�- What about VCR's which are not common in industry?
�- LAPD ODH analysis teated VCR's as threaded joints
�- uB ODH tried to do the same, but had to treat them as flanges 



Identify Systems



For Each System Count Number of Components



For each system calculate the probability of 
a leak size developing



Calculate the release rate of argon or 
nitrogen for each size leak 



For each case, probability of a fatality 
depends on oxygen concentration



For each case calculate the fatality rate 
(fatalities/hr) 



ODH Class

�- Add up the fatality rates for each case
�- Use Table 4 below to find ODH Class
�- ODH 0 means hazard is same as normal work place


